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ABSTRACT

Background: Nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC), the most prevalent skin cancer, affects over 3 million in the United States annually. Although most patients search for health information on the internet, the readability and quality of NMSC online resources is unknown.

Objective: We examine the readability, quality, and comprehensiveness of content in NMSC websites.

Methods: Top 50 Google search results for “nonmelanoma skin cancer”, “basal cell skin cancer”, and “squamous cell skin cancer” were evaluated. Advertisements, blogs, scientific articles, and non-comprehensive, professional, and irrelevant sites were excluded. Six readability scales assessed readability. JAMA Benchmark and Discern Instrument assessed quality. Content was evaluated for comprehensiveness. Pearson’s correlation examined the relationship between readability and quality.

Results: Seventy-nine websites met inclusion criteria. Average readability level was 11th grade (range 6.8-17.9). No websites met the full criteria of JAMA Benchmark. Only 16.4% had “good”/“excellent” quality per Discern Instrument. Quality and readability scores were not correlated. Most websites discussed risk factors (87.3%), prevention (73.4%), and surgical (87.3%) and nonsurgical (82.3%) treatments. 50.6% included skin cancer images, of which only 17.5% were of skin of color patients.

Conclusion: Online NMSC resources need improved readability, quality, and diversity in their representation of skin types.

INTRODUCTION

Nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC) is the most common skin cancer globally1 and affects over 3 million people in the United States annually.2 The incidence of basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) has continued to increase over the last decade, especially in elderly populations.3

Low health literacy negatively correlates with the ability to evaluate online health information.4 The majority (80%) of internet users search online for health information.5 However, previous studies have found that the readability of online health resources for dermatologic conditions such as melanoma6,7 and atopic dermatitis8 fails to meet the American Medical Association (AMA) recommended readability level of 6th grade. There is a paucity of data on the features and accessibility of patient online health resources on NMSC. Here, we investigate the readability, quality, and comprehensiveness of online resources pertaining to NMSC.
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A search was conducted using the Google search engine on June 10th, 2021 using three independent search terms: “nonmelanoma skin cancer”, “basal cell skin cancer”, and “squamous cell skin cancer”. Browser search history and cookies were cleared, and the searches were performed in incognito mode to avoid influence by personal user data. The first 50 results for each term were evaluated. Websites that were advertisements, blog posts, intended for healthcare professionals, scientific articles, non-comprehensive, or irrelevant to the studied topics of NMSC, BCC, or SCC were excluded. A Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA) diagram outlining the search schema is shown in Figure 1.

Readability was assessed using six established and validated readability scales (Flesch Reading Ease, Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level, Gunning-Fog Index, SMOG Index, Coleman-Liau Index, Automated Readability Index) which measure variables such as sentence length and syllables per word. Quality was assessed with the JAMA Benchmark and Discern Instruments. JAMA Benchmark assesses 4 criteria: authorship, attribution (i.e. references), disclosure (i.e. mention of conflicts of interest), and currency (i.e. whether the resource is dated). The modified Discern Instrument (15 items) analyzes overall reliability and quality of written health information. Discern scores were independently assessed by two reviewers (AB and TS); discrepancies within two points or fewer were averaged, and any other discrepancies were discussed to consensus with a third independent reviewer (JLH).

Data were also collected on author source (i.e. author degree, whether author is a dermatologist), date of most recent website modification, and if websites included discussion of: NMSC risk factors, preventative care, nonsurgical treatments, and surgical treatments. As another gauge of website comprehensiveness, inclusion of multimedia resources besides text, such as videos and images, was measured. The inclusion of skin of color (SOC) images was also evaluated. Correlation between quality and readability was assessed using Pearson’s correlation. P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. All analyses were completed in R V4.1.0.

Nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC)

A total of 50 websites were reviewed for the search term “nonmelanoma skin cancer”, and 24 of these met inclusion criteria (Supplemental Table 1). The top 5 readable websites are shown in Table 1. The average grade level was 11.0 (11th grade) and ranged from 7.5 to 16.3. The websites with the most difficult readability were Mayo Clinic (16.3), Texas Oncology (13.7), and Moffitt (13.6). None of the websites met the recommended 6th grade reading level per the AMA.

The average JAMA benchmark score was 1.6 out of 4, with no websites achieving the full 4 points. References were disclosed in 66.7% of websites (16/24), conflicts of interest readily visible in 16.7% (4/24), and date of publication or review was noted in 54.2% (13/24). Author name was provided
Figure 1. Schematic of search strategy and evaluation of top searched online health resources for nonmelanoma skin cancer.
Table 1. Top 5 websites in readability and in quality for nonmelanoma skin cancer, basal cell skin cancer, and squamous cell skin cancer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin condition</th>
<th>Top 5 Websites in Readability (average readability grade level)^</th>
<th>Top 5 Websites in Quality* (modified Discern score / JAMA Benchmark scores)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Florida Cancer (7.5)</td>
<td>Cancer.org (68.5 / 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hopkins Medicine (7.7)</td>
<td>Cancer.net (65 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cedars Sinai (8.2)</td>
<td>Cancer.gov (56 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skin Cancer (8.8)</td>
<td>University of Michigan Health (56 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Michigan Health (9.3)</td>
<td>Web MD (50 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmelanoma skin cancer</td>
<td>WebMD (6.8)</td>
<td>Cancer Research UK (69 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hopkins Medicine (7.7)</td>
<td>Cancer.org (68.5 / 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cancer Research UK (8.9)</td>
<td>Cancer.net (64.5 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mount Sinai (9.1)</td>
<td>Mount Sinai (50 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center for Disease Control and Prevention (9.2)</td>
<td>Dana Farber (49 / 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal cell skin cancer</td>
<td>Medline Plus (8.2)</td>
<td>Cancer Research UK (69 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mount Sinai (8.2)</td>
<td>Cancer.org (68.5 / 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cancer Research UK (8.9)</td>
<td>Cancer.net (64.5 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Osteopathic College of Dermatology (9.1)</td>
<td>Cancer.gov (56 / 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center for Disease Control and Prevention (9.2)</td>
<td>Very Well Health (52.5 / 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^Average readability grade level is the average of Flesch Kincaid Grade Level, Gunning Fog Score, SMOG Index, Coleman-Liau Index, and Automated Readability Index scores.

*Websites listed based on modified Discern scores. The modified Discern Instrument has a maximum score of 75. The JAMA Benchmark has a maximum score is 4.

on 20.8% (5/25) websites, of which 100% (5/5) were dermatologists with an MD degree. The average Discern score was 40.8, characterized as “fair,” ranging from 17.5 to 68.6; 11 websites (45.8%) were “poor” or “very poor.” The highest quality websites based on the Discern Instrument were Cancer.org (68.5), Cancer.net (65), Cancer.gov (56), and University of Michigan Health (56), for which readability levels were 11.1, 10.4, 10.1, and 9.3 respectively.

In assessing comprehensiveness, 79.2% of websites (19/24) mentioned risk factors, 62.5% (15/24) mentioned preventative care, 75.0% (18/24) discussed nonsurgical treatments, and 75.0% (18/24) discussed surgical treatments. Over half (62.5%) of the websites included multimedia resources, of which 20.8% (5/24) included video, and 58.3% (14/24) included images. Only 37.5% (9/24) websites included images of skin cancer, of which only 2 of the 9 (22.2%) included images of skin cancer in SOC patients. 45.8% (11/24) of websites were available in at least one other language. There was no significant correlation between Discern quality score and average readability score (R^2=0.017, p=0.54).

**Basal cell carcinoma (BCC)**

A total of 50 websites were reviewed for the search term “basal cell skin cancer”, and 27
of these met inclusion criteria (Supplemental Table 2). The average grade level was 11.0 (11th grade) and ranged from 6.8 to 17.9. The websites with the most difficult readability were Dermnet NZ (17.9), Wikipedia (14.7), and City of Hope (14.7). There were no websites that met the AMA recommended 6th grade reading level.

The average JAMA benchmark score was 1.6 out of 4, with no websites achieving 4/4 points. References were disclosed on 48.1% (13/27) of websites, conflicts of interest were readily visible on 22.2% (6/27) of websites, and date of publication or review was noted on 59.3% (16/27) of websites. Author name was provided on 25.9% (7/24) of websites, of which 85.7% (6/7) were dermatologists with an MD degree. The average Discern score was 40.5, characterized as fair, ranging from 16.0 to 69.0; 12 websites (44.4%) were “poor” or “very poor.” The highest quality websites based on the Discern Instrument were Cancer Research UK (69), Cancer.org (68.5), and Cancer.net (64.5), for which readability levels were 8.9, 11.1, and 10.4 respectively.

In assessing content, 85.2% (23/27) of websites mentioned risk factors, 81.5% (22/27) mentioned preventative care, 81.5% (22/27) discussed nonsurgical treatments, and 88.9% (24/27) discussed surgical treatments. Most websites (92.6%) included multimedia, of which 44.4% (12/27) included video, and 81.5% (22/27) included images. Only 55.6% (15/27) of websites included images of skin cancer, of which only 1 of the 15 (6.7%) included images of skin cancer in SOC patients. 40.7% (11/27) of websites were available in at least one other language. There was no correlation between quality (Discern score) and average readability score ($R^2=0.002, p=0.84$).

**Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC)**

A total of 50 websites were reviewed for the search term “squamous cell skin cancer”, and 28 of these met inclusion criteria (Supplemental Table 3). The average grade level was 11.2 (11th grade) and ranged from 8.2 to 15.5. The websites with the most difficult readability were Dermnet NZ (15.5), Merck Manuals (13.6), and WebMD (13.5). There were no websites that met the recommended 6th grade reading level per the AMA.

The average JAMA benchmark score was 1.8 out of 4, with no websites achieving the full 4 points. References were provided in 53.6% (15/28) of websites, conflicts of interest were readily visible on 25.0% (7/28) of websites, and date of publication or review was noted on 64.3% (18/28) of websites. Author name was provided on 32.1% (9/28) of websites, of which 77.8% (7/9) were dermatologists with an MD degree. The average Discern score was 40.9, characterized as fair, ranging from 23.0 to 69.0; half of the websites (14/28) were “poor” or “very poor.” The highest quality websites based on the Discern Instrument were Cancer Research UK (69), Cancer.org (68.5), and Cancer.net (64.5), for which readability levels were 8.9, 11.1, and 10.4 respectively.

In assessing content, 96.4% (27/28) of websites mentioned risk factors, 75.0% (21/28) mentioned preventative care, 89.3% (25/28) discussed nonsurgical treatments, and 96.4% (27/28) discussed surgical treatments. Most websites (78.6%) included multimedia, of which 21.4% (6/28) included video, and 75.0% (21/28) included images. Only 57.1% (16/28) of websites included images of skin cancer, of which 4 out of the 16 (25.0%) included images of skin cancer in SOC patients. 35.7% (10/28) of websites were available in at least one other language.
language. There was no correlation between quality (Discern score) and readability (average readability score) \( (R^2=0.079, \ p=0.15) \).

Overall, out of the total 79 NMSC, BCC and SCC websites that were examined, the majority of websites discussed risk factors (87.3%), preventative care (73.4%), nonsurgical (82.3%) and surgical treatment options (87.3%) and included multimedia resources (78.5%) (Figure 2). Images of skin cancer were used in half (40/79, 50.6%) of the websites, and of those, less than a fifth (7/40, 17.5%) included images in patients.

**DISCUSSION**

Online health resources for NMSC, BCC, and SCC fail to meet recommended reading levels and are highly variable in quality and comprehensiveness. None of the websites in this analysis met the AMA recommended 6th grade reading level for patients, with an average readability level of 11th grade found across all websites analyzed.

In terms of quality assessment, no websites met all 4 criteria on the JAMA Benchmark, and fewer than a fifth of the websites were characterized as “Good” or “Excellent” per the Discern Instrument. Only 21/79 (26.5%) websites listed authorship. There was no correlation between quality and readability amongst the websites, highlighting an opportunity to improve readability without compromising the quality of content in written online health materials. Across websites, the least discussed topic was NMSC preventative care. Over a quarter (26.5%) of websites did not include this topic, therefore limiting patient education in primary prevention strategies.

Results of this study are consistent with previously published readability studies for melanoma. Two studies on melanoma reported similar inaccessibility in readability and high variation in quality of content.6,7 Additionally, a prior readability study of online content from a search of the term “skin cancer” reported 90% of sites to have an unacceptable readability score on at least one assessment.10 Our study highlights the wide range in quality, readability, and comprehensiveness when specifically evaluating NMSC websites. Low health literacy is directly correlated with poorer health outcomes, including an increase in hospitalizations and decrease in preventative screenings.11 In the United States, it is estimated that 89 million people have limited health literacy,12 highlighting the urgent need to improve the readability of NMSC online health content.

Incorporation of multimedia has been reported to be a valuable tool in optimizing
Exposure to skin cancer images may improve patient self-exams and earlier detection. However, only half of the websites we analyzed included images of skin cancer, representing a missed opportunity for patient education. Although the incidence of NMSC is lower in patients of SOC patients compared to White patients, SOC patients have been found to have disproportionately poor outcomes from NMSC, often presenting with later stage or more aggressive cancers. Despite this, images of skin cancer in SOC patients were only present in 8.9% of websites analyzed in this study. Our findings support a prior study that analyzed the top Google image search results of 71 skin conditions, and found that out of 3700 photographs, less than 10% represented darker skin tones. Larger scale studies are needed to address questions regarding the disparities in skin cancer outcomes in ethnic minority groups. Online health resources can take a step towards closing this gap by increasing the representation of SOC patients in skin cancer images.

Although Google is the top utilized search engine globally, one limitation of this study is the utilization of a single search engine. Even though only the top 50 search results were evaluated, this likely represents the websites that are utilized most often by patients, as the first page of search results has been shown to capture 71-92% of all search traffic clicks.
CONCLUSION

Although a majority of online health resources for NMSC are comprehensive in content, readability and quality of the websites vary widely and are generally suboptimal. Additionally, online images of NMSC in SOC patients are severely underrepresented. This study highlights the need for improved readability and quality of online NMSC resources. As the use of online health resources becomes increasingly popular, it is crucial for dermatologists to vet online dermatologic resources for patients, and to prioritize readability, accessibility, and representation of diverse skin types when creating online content.
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